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Jackson Precast recently began their second SlenderWall project, the  
Bio-Innovations Center located at the corner of Marais & Canal streets in 
New Orleans, LA, was designed by Eskew, Dumez & Ripple Architects 
also of New Orleans.  The high profile, four-story intricate design  
employs panels in the shape of C’s, F’s, and upside-down L’s with some 
of the hurricane-resistant windows located at the very edge of the panel. 
A complex project, but Jackson Precast is up to the task. 

The general contractor is Turner Universal, with direct responsibility falling to their 
Tennessee office. For the project, Jackson will produce approximately 104 SlenderWall 
panels totaling 24,000 square feet plus approximately 25 traditional precast panels. 
Delivery is scheduled to begin in June.  This is the third SlenderWall project 
with Turner Universal. 

The New Orleans Bio-Innovations Center, part of a new wave of advancements 
in Louisiana, is at the forefront of today’s biotechnology surge. As a corner-
stone of Louisiana’s commitment to nurturing biotechnology within the 
state, the Center is a technology business incubator that aims to stimulate 
bioscience entrepreneurship in the New Orleans area. Their mission is to 
assist in the development of biotechnology-related companies looking to 
commercialize technologies from the Greater New Orleans Area Universities.

Model Views
of Bio-Innovations

During the 25th Building Producers Seminar last November, Moffette Tharpe, Managing Director, Easi-Set, 
addressed the importance of being “in position” to benefit from the federal stimulus money that was appropri-
ated in 2009 to assist our economic recovery. Moffette cited that at the NPCA Convention last fall, he learned 

it will take about two years for the stimulus money to “filter its way” down through the government agencies to the contracting 
officers. “This year the stimulus money should start flowing,” he said, “and much of it through GSA Schedule Contracts.”

Moffette also pointed out that government pre-negotiated, multiple-award contracts, such as GSA Schedules, are a very 
popular and efficient way for federal government contracting officers to quickly award orders. Since it takes about 6-8 
months to be awarded a basic Schedule Contract, he pointed out that Easi-Set’s Building Producers must start now in 
order to benefit from these unique sales opportunities by this summer. These 
“quick reaction” Contracts are available for use by ALL federal and some 
state agencies. GSA’s Schedule 56 would appear to be a perfect fit for the 
Easi-Set/Easi-Span Buildings and is a perfect way to significantly reduce 
the number of competitors in the marketplace.

To facilitate this process for our licensed Building Producers, Easi-Set has 
made arrangements with two organizations that specialize in working with  
companies to secure GSA Schedule Contracts. Both offer “full service” 
GSA contract package support at a discounted rate to all licensed Building 
Producers. 

GSA Schedule Contracts Speed Stimulus Spending

Bio-Innovations is in Jackson Precast’s Future

Moffette Tharpe Gives GSA Schedule Talk



Smith-Midland Doubles Up
Ashley Smith, President, Smith-Midland recently announced that two outside 
salesperson(s) were hired to focus exclusively on Easi-Set/Easi-Span Building 
sales. His decision is consistent with Easi-Set’s successful sales model of having 
salesperson(s) fully dedicated for this product line. Since the building market is so 
diverse and since buildings are a very recession-resistant product, emphasis will 
be placed on Easi-Set/ Easi-Span Buildings and Restrooms separately. Edward 
Lee, previously of the Shockey Precast Group, Winchester, VA, will focus on 
both Easi-Span and Easi-Set Building sales. Bradley Enslow, previously of the 
Enslow Construction Services Company in Norwalk, IA, will focus exclusively 
on Easi-Set Restroom sales. Welcome to the team, gentlemen.

Clips Greenbuild Portends the Future
This was a first for Easi-Set – to exhibit at the International Greenbuild Show. This 
show is gaining momentum as the entire world moves toward being more conservative 
with our natural resources and reducing waste. It was reported that 1,800 exhibitors and 
27,000 attendees converged on the Convention Center in Phoenix, AZ, last November. 
It was the ideal place to demonstrate all the benefits of the SlenderWall system. Man-

Rick Beck at Greenbuild

Last February marked the debut of NPCA’s The Precast Show exposition in 
Houston. It was a well-attended show and one of Easi-Set’s most successful to 
date. The 10’x30’ themed booth featured a central panel containing testimonials 
from several of Easi-Set’s prominent licensed producers. This panel was flanked 
on either side by two separate “work stations,” each featuring product testimonials 
from customers who have purchased and used the various Easi-Set products man-
ufactured and sold by our licensed producers. In addition to the testimonials, the 
booth contained a sample J-J Hooks connection, an Easi-Span Building model, 
a SlenderWall 4’x4’ panel, a SoftSound sample, and a Beach Prisms cutout to 
guide conversations with our booth visitors. The booth was manned by the Easi-
Set team of Moffette Tharpe, Jeremy Smith, Brian Stock, and Rick Groves.
 
“Our Easi-Set booth represented a significant departure from past exhibits,” said 
Moffette. “In previous years, we focused on the uniqueness of our product offer-
ings and emphasized higher profit margins and product diversification. This was 
sometimes confusing to our booth visitors who weren’t familiar with Easi-Set as 
a worldwide licensor of proprietary precast concrete products.  Our ‘new look’ 
was designed to more clearly define who we are and what we do.”

Moffette further added, “The testimonials brought key points into sharp focus: the 
distinct cost and time-saving advantages of licensing; the benefit of proprietary, non-commodity, proven products; the val-
ue of complete technical product information; at-your-business production and sales training; shared co-op advertising and 
PR support; continuing product R&D to remain the market leader; and the value of the “information and support network” 
provided by Easi-Set’s licensed producers. We are looking forward to The Precast Show 2010 in Phoenix to continue to 
reinforce and expand on our new theme.” 

The Precast Show Debuts

ning the Easi-Set exhibit were Rick Beck, SlenderWall Sales Manager, and Moffette Tharpe. Attendees at the show ranged 
from students to architects, with nearly 100 visitors to the Easi-Set booth. Greenbuild 2010 will be in Chicago, IL.   

Moffette Tharpe & Rick Groves

Brian Stock with Booth Visitor

Restroom & 
Building Brochures



Brand & ExSPANd 2009 Building Producers Seminar 
Easi-Set Building Producers experienced some “southern hospitality” during the three-
day 25th Building Producers Seminar that was held in Houston, TX, November 5-7, 
2009. Located on 80 gorgeous rural acres just north of downtown Houston, the Northwest 
Forest Conference Center was the epicenter of this high profile yearly gathering. With a 
decidedly “western” flavor, including a replica of the Alamo, the facility offered a great 
retreat environment which allowed the participants to fully immerse themselves in the 
Seminar activities. With over sixty participants in attendance, including three guest precast 
companies, this was the largest Seminar to date. This year’s theme, “Brand and ExSPANd,” 
incorporated both a Texas theme and the Seminar focus on Easi-Span Buildings.

The Award’s Dinner opened with the inspirational, “High-Flight” video and poem, 
which many of you have probably seen through the years as a nightly close on TV sta-
tions. After dinner, guests were treated to featured speaker William Vanderbloemen of 
Faith Search Partners, Inc., an executive search firm focused on faith-based hospitals, 
health care systems and ministries. William, a Senior Pastor of Cypress Creek Christian 
Church in Houston, TX, spoke about how we, as business people, need to focus on the 
positive and how to keep a “can-do” attitude even in these trying economic times.

Awards recognizing the achievement of the highest number of Easi-Set Buildings sold 
were presented to the winners by Moffette Tharpe and Jeremy Smith, Deputy Director.

First place: Hy-Grade Precast, St. Catharines, ON Canada, 72 buildings 
Second place: Smith-Midland Corp., Midland, VA, 65 buildings 
Third place: Lonestar Prestress Mfg., Inc., Houston, TX, 59 buildings

Special thanks go to our host, Lonestar Prestress Mfg., Inc., for all of their assis-
tance in planning and executing this year’s Seminar and for hosting an informative 
tour of their production facility as well as providing a wonderful “Texas barbecue” 
for lunch. As always, it was first-class and we appreciate the support of Brad Boyer, 
James Rice, Leo Rowe, and all the staff at Lonestar. 

In keeping with the Seminar focus on Easi-Span Buildings, emphasis was placed on 
the profitability and reduced competition of this size building. Another highlight was 
Moffette’s GSA Schedule presentation in which he addressed, “How to get a Schedule 
Contract” and the definitive strategic advantages to companies on the Schedule.  Julie 
Brown, Manager, Ad Ventures, presented the Co-op Advertising and PR program for 
2010. The “Round-Up” discussions on Saturday included: Easi-Span brochure devel-
opment, “inbound” marketing/website improvement, preparing for GSA, and casting 
Easi-Span roofs. As always, the licensees “success stories” were an important part of 
the Seminar, allowing many opportunities for the mutual sharing of ideas.

The Friday Night Special Event was a wonderful evening of sites and attractions at the 
Downtown Aquarium in downtown Houston. This was topped off with a great dinner in 

the Aquarium Restaurant, which featured a magnificent  
atmosphere of room-size aquariums filled with an as-
sortment of beautiful sea life and specimens.
 
Longhorn Sponsors for the Seminar were Spillman Co. 
represented by Ted Coons; and McGinnis & Associates. 
We extend thanks and appreciation to our Sponsors for 
assisting us in making this the best Seminar ever. 

We are already gearing up for our 26th event which will 
be hosted by Modern Precast Concrete in Ottsville, PA. 
  

•
•
•

Leo Rowe, Lonestar, Accepts Award

Easi-Span Roof Form Discussions

Plant Tour Luncheon

Downtown Aquarium

Moffette & Mary Tharpe Attacked by Tiger

Easi-Set Building Producers, 2009



The Wide-Wide World of EASI-SET® Licensed Producers
United StateS

Arkansas
Peterson Concrete Tank Co.
N. Little Rock; J-J Hooks®

Colorado
SEMA Precast, Inc.
Englewood; J-J Hooks®

Florida
Florida Rock and Sand
Prestress Precast Co. Inc.
Florida City; J-J Hooks®

J.E. Hill Precast
Leesburg; J-J Hooks®, Buildings, 
Farm Products

Leesburg Concrete Co., Inc.
Leesburg; SlenderWall

Seminole Precast Mfg., Inc.
DeBary; J-J Hooks®

Georgia
Seminole Precast Mfg., Inc.
Macon; J-J Hooks®

The Industrial Co.
Savannah; J-J Hooks®

Illinois
Utility Concrete Products
Morris; J-J Hooks®

Indiana
Independent Concrete Pipe
Indianapolis; J-J Hooks®

Indiana Barrier Wall, LLC
Ft. Wayne; J-J Hooks®

Kentucky
Independent Concrete Pipe
Louisville; J-J Hooks®

Oldcastle Precast, Inc.
Lexington; J-J Hooks®

Massachusetts
Utility Precast, Inc.
W. Wareham; Buildings

Michigan
Kerkstra Precast
Grandville; J-J Hooks®

Mississipi
Jackson Precast, Inc.
Jackson; SlenderWall®

Nevada
Rockway Precast
N. Las Vegas; Buildings

New Jersey
Jersey Precast Corp.
Trenton; J-J Hooks®

New York
Brick Tavern Concrete Products
Hudson; Buildings

Champion Materials, Inc.
Carthage; J-J Hooks®

Fort Miller Co., Inc.
Schuylerville; J-J Hooks®

Kistner Concrete Products
E. Pembroke; J-J Hooks®

L.C. Whitford Materials Co., Inc.
Wellsville; J-J Hooks®

Roman Stone Const. Co.
Bay Shore; J-J Hooks®

North Carolina
Hanson Precast Concrete
Dunn; J-J Hooks®

Smith-Carolina Corp.
Reidsville; J-J Hooks®, Buildings, 
Farm Products, Beach Prisms™

Ohio
Baxter Concrete Products
Hamilton; J-J Hooks®

Norwalk Concrete Ind.
Norwalk; J-J Hooks®, Buildings

Oklahoma
GNC Concrete Products, Inc.
Catoosa; J-J Hooks®

Pennsylvania
Eagle Concrete Products,  Inc.
Somerset, PA; J-J Hooks®

Faddis Concrete Products
Kutztown, New Castle*,  
Downingtown; J-J Hooks®

* Sublicensed by Eagle Concrete Products

Modern Precast Concrete
Ottsville; Buildings

Texas
Lonestar Prestress Mfg., Inc.
Houston; Buildings

Tricon Precast
Houston; J-J Hooks®

Valley Prestress (Williams Bros.)
Houston; J-J Hooks®

W.W. Webber, Inc.
Houston; J-J Hooks®

Vermont
SD Ireland Concrete Const. Corp.
Williston; J-J Hooks®

Virginia
Smith-Midland® Corp.
Midland; J-J Hooks®, Beach Prisms™, 
SlenderWall®, Buildings, SoftSound, 
Farm Products

West Virginia
Eastern Vault Company
Princeton; J-J Hooks®

Canada

Nova Scotia
The Shaw Group
Lantz; J-J Hooks®

Ontario
C J Pink, Ltd
London; J-J Hooks®

Hy-Grade Precast Concrete
St. Catharines; Buildings, J-J Hooks®

Quebec
Bétons Préfabriqués Du Lac Inc.
Alma; SlenderWall® 

Béton Provincial Ltee
Quebec City; Beach Prisms™

Lecuyer et Fils Ltee
St. Remi; Buildings

MexiCo

OptiCretos, S.A. de C.V.
Monterrey; SlenderWall®

aUStralia

Australian Road Barriers
Victoria; J-J Hooks®

BelgiUM
Oude Firma DeClercq Ed
Gent; J-J Hooks®

new Zealand

B.S. Developments, Ltd.
Auckland; J-J Hooks®
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A 12’ x 16’ SlenderWall test panel was recently cast by Smith-Midland and is 
being readied for a comprehensive static loads test to be performed at Smith-
Midland’s facility in VA. This extensive test, under the direction of Rick Groves, 
Easi-Set’s Director of Technical Services, is intended to improve the panel design 
and installation process. This would allow cladding engineers to use a SlenderWall 
steel table to specify the correct size and stud spacing for the framing members and 
gravity connections for various floor systems. It will take any “guesswork” out of 
the process since there will be measured deflections for various applied static loads.

Based on independent SlenderWall calculations, it appears that some level of composite action results between the 2-inch 
precast concrete outer surface and the steel-stud frame. If this is verified by test, it could result in a greater unsupported panel 
length, fewer gravity connections per panel, and possibly less panel-to-panel lateral connections compared to the present 
SlenderWall design guidelines. This very important verification test is planned for the first quarter of 2010.
    

SlenderWall Test Panel Readied

SlenderWall Test Panel


